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This article is relevant to financial professionals who are considering offering model

portfolios to their clients. If you are an individual investor interested in WisdomTree

ETF Model Portfolios, please inquire with your financial professional. Not all financial

professionals have access to these Model Portfolios.

“And Now for Something Completely Different”“And Now for Something Completely Different”

(Tagline from the iconic sketch comedy show, “Monty Python’s Flying Circus,” which aired

1969–1974 on the BBC)

We recently published a blog post about NTSX , our innovative “90/60 Efficient Core” str

ategy  that combines U.S. equities and U.S. Treasury futures contracts to provide a

capital-efficient exposure to the traditional 60/40 stock/bond portfolio. 

Put simply, if you have $100 to invest, you can invest $67 of that into NTSX and have

the equivalent exposure to $100-worth of an S&P 500/Treasury portfolio, leaving you with

$33 left to explore more alpha-seeking, yield-seeking or diversifying exposures within

your overall portfolio.

NTSX just passed its three-year live track record anniversary. .  We also recently

launched developed international (NTSI) and emerging markets (NTSE) Emerging Markets

versions of NTSX. 

How the Efficient Core Strategies Are ConstructedHow the Efficient Core Strategies Are Constructed

Equity Component:Equity Component: $90 invested in equity exposure for every $100 invested in the

ETF. 

WisdomTree U.S. Efficient Core Fund (WisdomTree U.S. Efficient Core Fund (NTSXNTSX):): The equity component is a

portfolio of 500 large-cap U.S. stocks, weighted by market capitalization to

provide broad exposure to U.S. equities. 

WisdomTree International Efficient Core Fund (WisdomTree International Efficient Core Fund (NTSINTSI): ): The equity component

is a portfolio of 500 large-cap international stocks, weighted by market

capitalization to provide broad exposure to international equities.

WisdomTree Emerging Markets Efficient Core Fund (WisdomTree Emerging Markets Efficient Core Fund (NTSENTSE):): The equity

component is a portfolio of 500 large-cap emerging markets stocks, weighted by

market capitalization to provide broad exposure to emerging markets equities. 

Cash Component:Cash Component: For every $100 invested in the ETF, $10 is kept in short-term

collateral that earns returns comparable to U.S. Treasury bills.
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Bond Futures Ladder:Bond Futures Ladder: To help magnify the benefits of the asset allocation, $60 of

bond futures is overlaid on top of the $90 of equity exposure and $10 of cash

collateral.

Treasury futures are laddered (equal-weighted) across the 2- , 5- , 10- and 30-

year segments of the yield curve to diversify interest rate risk. 

The average effective duration for the fixed income portion of NTSX will

typically be 7–7.5 years and is generally meant to offer the duration profile of

traditional aggregate bond indexes. 

Average effective duration for the fixed income portion of NTSI and NTSE will

typically be 3–8 years and is generally meant to offer the duration profile of

traditional aggregate bond indexes.

So, What Can Advisors Do with the Extra Cash?So, What Can Advisors Do with the Extra Cash?

The opportunities for allocating the extra money freed up by starting with an efficient

core portfolio (which could be individual ETFs for regionally specific portfolios or

combined to form an efficient global core portfolio), are almost limitless, driven by

specific investor or advisor mandates or objectives.

Here are a few examples:

1. Uncorrelated alternative assets to reduce volatility and/or add inUncorrelated alternative assets to reduce volatility and/or add in

additional potential source of return: additional potential source of return: Strategies might include managed futures,

long/short equity, global macro, diversified arbitrage, volatility dampening or real

assets. WisdomTree strategies that might fit here are our managed futures Fund

(WTMF) and our broad-basket commodities Fund (GCC). 

2. Income-enhancing strategies to boost incremental yield on top of anIncome-enhancing strategies to boost incremental yield on top of an

equivalent 100% 60/40 portfolio:equivalent 100% 60/40 portfolio: Strategies might include high yield bonds,

preferred stocks, emerging markets debt, MLPs, REITs and alternative credit.

WisdomTree strategies that might fit here include our high-yield Fund (WFHY), our

interest rate hedged high-yield Fund (HYZD), our emerging markets local debt Fund

(ELD), our emerging markets (U.S. dollar-based) corporate bond Fund (EMCB) and our

alternative credit income Fund (HYIN).

3. Maximum growth satellites to allocate to longer-term thematic and high-Maximum growth satellites to allocate to longer-term thematic and high-

growth industries, sectors and firms:growth industries, sectors and firms: These thematic industries might include

cloud computing, genomics, cybersecurity, fintech, online gaming/e-sports, etc.

Advisors interested in this angle may want to explore the WisdomTree Disruptive

Growth Model.

4. Private investments for longer-term growth allocations:Private investments for longer-term growth allocations: These strategies might

include hedge funds, private equity, private credit and private real estate. While

these types of illiquid, long-time horizon investments historically have been the

domain of “qualified purchasers” (QPs) such as ultra-high net worth families and

family offices, endowments, pension funds and sovereign funds, there has been a

dramatic evolution toward “democratizing” them and making them available (in more

liquid structures, such as interval funds and registered investment companies, or

“RICs”) to accredited investors (AIs), which have lower required net worth and/or

income requirements.1  
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ConclusionsConclusions

There are, of course, many other ways to allocate the additional capital. More risk-

averse investors, or investors who require substantial liquidity from their investment

portfolios, might allocate to cash, money markets or short-term bond investments.

Investors seeking inflation protection might allocate to gold, precious metals or broad-

basket commodities. Investors seeking out-of-the-mainstream allocations might consider c

ryptocurrencies, NFTs (non-fungible tokens), collectibles, artwork, fine wines, etc. 

The primary point is the use of the WisdomTree Efficient Core strategies opens up

possibilities for advisors and investors to build truly customized portfolios in a

highly capital efficient manner, without sacrificing an underlying allocation to a

traditional stock/bond portfolio.

We believe this way of thinking about portfolio construction is potentially game

changing and “something completely different.”

Your WisdomTree representative would be delighted to discuss these ideas in greater

detail. 

 

1 A “qualified purchaser” or “QP” is an individual or family that owns $5 million or more

in liquid net worth. Other variations of QPs include (a) an individual or entity (for

example, a fund manager) that invests at least $25 million in private capital, on its

own account or on behalf of other qualified purchasers; (b) a trust sponsored and

managed by qualified purchasers; (c) or an entity owned entirely by qualified

purchasers. An “accredited investor” is an individual or family that meets one of two

criteria: (a) has an adjusted net income of greater than $200,000 for each of the

previous two tax years, or (b) has a net worth (excluding primary residences and debts)

of more than $1 million.

Important Risks Related to this ArticleImportant Risks Related to this Article

WisdomTree Model Portfolio information is designed to be used by financial advisors

solely as an educational resource, along with other potential resources advisors may

consider, in providing services to their end clients. WisdomTree’s Model Portfolios and

related content are for information only and are not intended to provide, and should not

be relied on for, tax, legal, accounting, investment or financial planning advice by

WisdomTree, nor should any WisdomTree Model Portfolio information be considered or

relied upon as investment advice or as a recommendation from WisdomTree, including

regarding the use or suitability of any WisdomTree Model Portfolio, any particular

security or any particular strategy.

There are risks associated with investing, including the possible loss of principal. 

NTSX:NTSX: While the Fund is actively managed, the Fund’s investment process is expected to

be heavily dependent on quantitative models and the models may not perform as intended.

Equity securities, such as common stocks, are subject to market, economic and business

risks that may cause their prices to fluctuate. The Fund invests in derivatives to gain

exposure to U.S. Treasuries. The return on a derivative instrument may not correlate

with the return of its underlying reference asset. The Fund’s use of derivatives will

give rise to leverage and derivatives can be volatile and may be less liquid than other

securities. As a result, the value of an investment in the Fund may change quickly and
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without warning and you may lose money. Interest rate risk is the risk that fixed income

securities, and financial instruments related to fixed income securities, will decline

in value because of an increase in interest rates and changes to other factors, such as

perception of an issuer’s creditworthiness. 

NTSI:NTSI: Investments in non-U.S. securities involve political, regulatory and economic

risks that may not be present in U.S. securities. For example, foreign securities may be

subject to risk of loss due to foreign currency fluctuations, political or economic

instability, or geographic events that adversely impact issuers of foreign securities.

While the Fund is actively managed, the Fund’s investment process is expected to be

heavily dependent on quantitative models and the models may not perform as intended.

Equity securities, such as common stocks, are subject to market, economic and business

risks that may cause their prices to fluctuate. The Fund invests in derivatives to gain

exposure to U.S. Treasuries. The return on a derivative instrument may not correlate

with the return of its underlying reference asset. The Fund’s use of derivatives will

give rise to leverage and derivatives can be volatile and may be less liquid than other

securities. As a result, the value of an investment in the Fund may change quickly and

without warning and you may lose money. Interest rate risk is the risk that fixed income

securities, and financial instruments related to fixed income securities, will decline

in value because of an increase in interest rates and changes to other factors, such as

perception of an issuer’s creditworthiness. Diversification does not eliminate the risk

of experiencing investment losses. 

NTSE:NTSE: Investments in non-U.S. securities involve political, regulatory and economic

risks that may not be present in U.S. securities. For example, foreign securities may be

subject to risk of loss due to foreign currency fluctuations, political or economic

instability, or geographic events that adversely impact issuers of foreign securities.

Investments in securities and instruments traded in developing or emerging markets, or

that provide exposure to such securities or markets, can involve additional risks

relating to political, economic or regulatory conditions not associated with investments

in U.S. securities and instruments or investments in more developed international

markets. While the Fund is actively managed, the Fund’s investment process is expected

to be heavily dependent on quantitative models and the models may not perform as

intended. Equity securities, such as common stocks, are subject to market, economic and

business risks that may cause their prices to fluctuate. The Fund invests in derivatives

to gain exposure to U.S. Treasuries. The return on a derivative instrument may not

correlate with the return of its underlying reference asset. The Fund’s use of

derivatives will give rise to leverage and derivatives can be volatile and may be less

liquid than other securities. As a result, the value of an investment in the Fund may

change quickly and without warning and you may lose money. Interest rate risk is the

risk that fixed income securities, and financial instruments related to fixed income

securities, will decline in value because of an increase in interest rates and changes

to other factors, such as perception of an issuer’s creditworthiness. Diversification

does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses. 

Please read each Fund’s prospectus for specific details regarding the Fund’s risk

profile.

Morningstar: The Morningstar Rating™ for funds, or "star rating", is calculated for

managed products (including mutual funds, variable annuity and variable life

subaccounts, exchange-traded funds, closed-end funds, and separate accounts) with at

least a three-year history. Exchange-traded funds and open-ended mutual funds are

considered a single population for comparative purposes. It is calculated based on a

Morningstar Risk-Adjusted Return measure that accounts for variation in a managed

product's monthly excess performance, placing more emphasis on downward variations and

rewarding consistent performance. The Morningstar Rating does not include any adjustment

for sales loads. The top 10% of products in each product category receive 5 stars, the

next 22.5% receive 4 stars, the next 35% receive 3 stars, the next 22.5% receive 2

stars, and the bottom 10% receive 1 star. The Overall Morningstar Rating for a managed

product is derived from a weighted average of the performance figures associated with
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its three-, five-, and 10-year (if applicable) Morningstar Rating metrics. The weights

are: 100% three-year rating for 36-59 months of total returns, 60% five-year rating/40%

three-year rating for 60-119 months of total returns, and 50% 10-year rating/30% five-

year rating/20% three-year rating for 120 or more months of total returns. While the 10-

year overall star rating formula seems to give the most weight to the 10- year period,

the most recent three-year period actually has the greatest impact because it is

included in all three rating periods.

© [2021] Morningstar. All Rights Reserved. The information contained herein: (1) is

proprietary to Morningstar and/or its content providers; (2) may not be copied or

distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. Neither

Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising

from any use of this information. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

 

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE,

this material is intended for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and

physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly performance report to accompany

this blog.

Related BlogsRelated Blogs

+ Three Years and Counting of Higher Returns and Lower Risk

Related FundsRelated Funds

+ WisdomTree Emerging Markets Efficient Core Fund

+ WisdomTree International Efficient Core Fund

+ WisdomTree U.S. Efficient Core Fund

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATIONIMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click U.S. investors only: Click herehere to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which

contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;

read and consider carefully before investing.read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign

investing involves currency, political and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single

country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller companies may

experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed

income and alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for

discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the

opinions of the author, which are subject to change, and should not to be considered or

interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading strategy, or

deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on

as such. There is no guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market

conditions. This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a

specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of

future results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice

regarding any security in particular. The user of this information assumes the entire

risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree nor its

affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal

advice. Investors seeking tax or legal advice should consult their tax or legal advisor.

Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings expressed

herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or

re-disseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for or component of any

financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI information is intended

to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any

kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and

analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance

analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an “as is” basis

and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this

information. MSCI, each of its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling,

computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI Parties”) expressly

disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI

Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive,

consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom,

Tripp Zimmerman, Michael Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph

Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel, Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu,

and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONSDEFINITIONS

Futures/Futures ContractFutures/Futures Contract  : Reflects the expected future value of a commodity, currency

or Treasury security.

60/40 Portfolio60/40 Portfolio  : A portfolio of 60% equities and 40% fixed income.

S&P 500 IndexS&P 500 Index  : Market capitalization-weighted benchmark of 500 stocks selected by the

Standard and Poor’s Index Committee designed to represent the performance of the leading

industries in the United States economy.

AlphaAlpha  : Can be discussed as both risk-adjusted excess return relative to a specific

benchmark, or absolute excess return relative to a benchmark. It is sometimes more

generally referred to as excess returns in general.

YieldYield  : The income return on an investment. Refers to the interest or dividends received

from a security that is typically expressed annually as a percentage of the market or

face value.

Large-Capitalization (Large-Cap)Large-Capitalization (Large-Cap)  : A term used by the investment community to refer

to companies with a market capitalization value of more than $10 billion. Large cap is

an abbreviation of the term “large market capitalization”. Market capitalization is

calculated by multiplying the number of a company’s shares outstanding by its stock

price per share.

CollateralCollateral  : something pledged as security for repayment in the event of a loss.

DurationDuration  : A measure of a bond’s sensitivity to changes in interest rates. The weighted

average accounts for the various durations of the bonds purchased as well as the

proportion of the total government bond portfolio that they make up.

BasketsBaskets  : The composition of an ETF in terms one creation/redemption unit.

Preferred stockPreferred stock  : A class of ownership in a corporation that has a higher claim on the

assets and earnings than common stock. Preferred stock generally has a dividend that

must be paid out before dividends to common stockholders and the shares usually do not

have voting rights.

Cloud computingCloud computing  : computing capabilities deployed via internet connection in form of

applications, platform services, or infrastructure.

FintechFintech  : Describes new tech that seeks to improve and automate the delivery and use of

financial services

Hedge fundHedge fund  : A hedge fund resembles a pooled investment vehicle administered by a

professional management firm. It is often structured as a limited partnership or limited

liability company. Hedge funds invest in a diverse range of markets and use a wide

variety of investment styles and financial instruments.

IlliquidityIlliquidity  : The state of a security or other asset that cannot easily be sold or

exchanged for cash without a substantial loss in value. Illiquid assets also cannot be

sold quickly because of a lack of ready and willing investors or speculators to purchase

the asset. The lack of ready buyers also leads to larger discrepancies between the

asking price (from the seller) and the bidding price (from a buyer) than would be found

in an orderly market with daily trading activity.
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CryptocurrencyCryptocurrency  : a digital or virtual currency that is secured by cryptography, which

makes it nearly impossible to counterfeit or double-spend.
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